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About This Game

Description!
Play your own songs to three different game modes on, newly updated to, eight different maps, or fight the three unlockable

bosses! Play on four different difficulties to get a range of challenge or create your own with the new custom difficulty! Keep
track of your stats and compare them to your friends! Earn all the achievements by playing and getting better at it! Play more
songs on harder difficulties to rank up faster! It is easy to grasp but hard to master! Play any song you want by just dragging

them into a folder! The game reads MP3s, OGGs, and WAVs!

Three Game Modes To Play!
Play "FOLLOW" to follow a line that fluctuates with the song while dodging objects spawning with the beat of the song!
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Play the classic mode "DODGE" and dodge obstacles that spawn with the beat of the song!
Play "FIGHT" to follow the line and kill waves of enemies that spawn with the beat of the song!

Eight Different Maps with Separate Looks and Color Changing Capabilities!
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Three Boss Fights to Unlock!
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Title: Rhythm Rush!
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
KFriske Studios
Publisher:
KFriske Studios
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2017
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worst game ever xDD
dont buy it! 20 min gameplay and the game just has no more quests....
you can grind some skills, but you dont gain anything from it in ANY way, so its useless grinding. since the game will not be
continuid dont waist your money^^ also the grammar sucks

PS: i downloaded RPG Maker 1 month ago ( first RPG Maker) just for fun, and already made a better and longer game than this
xD except the grinding thing.. it is a very powerfull tool which i like a lot. i absolutely recommend this! (i want to see more
animated filters pls :)) if photoshop is a 9 and paint is a 3. this app is a 8.5 :). This tech demo is great, all the parts are there,
can't wait to see the game they make from it!. Luv it! I wish tough there were more maps and the possibility to place support
UNITS.

BUT the lack of Players online MUST BE FIXED!!!

(Really early Review). cool and uniqe. ive never seen a game that works like this one dose. but gets repetitive quickly. once
again, i couldent get into the game because of my ADHD. but with a bit more work i might be able to get into it

3/10. "Of all the legends of the Imperium, one of the strangest is that of the Legion of the Damned. For those who know where
to look, there are many corroborated accounts of these otherworldly warriors, their unexpected appearances upon a desperate
battlefield, and their sudden and inexplicable disappearance at the battle's end."

 Inquisitor D. Merloriac, Ordo Chronos
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A very nice surprise, not expensive, and quite fun to play. If you enjoyed Darkest Dungeon, and want something a little more
"light" or "casual", then Dark Quest 2 is the game to go. Less frustration than in Darkest Dungeon since you can revive your
characters (except in Hardcore mode), but still pretty enjoyable with replay value. If you never played Darkest Dungeon though,
I would suggest to go for it instead, since it is at the same price roughly, but more deep and more "hardcore".. The designs of
this game and story description seemed fun. Sadly it's badly translated with many sentences that hardly make any sense. I lasted
only a few minutes before closing the game. How do these badly translated games keep being sold? They're making this genre of
games look bad.. This is one of my very favorite movies. It has a great plot and great scenery and makes you ponder things --
specifically, what does it mean to be human? If memories can be erased, does that remove your humanity? Is a full-blown AI an
honorary human? At what point -- if ever -- do cyborgs gain a soul? Except at no point do these weighty questions detract from
a fast-moving plot with great control of pacing.

It's one of these films that is so full of content that each time you watch it (I saw it several times prior to buying the Steam
version) you notice something new.. A bit of a underrated gem, Worms Ultimate Mayhem came in and out of the spotlight
rather quietly. It merged together "Worms 3D" and "Worms 4 Mayhem", two games previously released in 2004 and 2005
(Respectively). All though the game is the same old story, the whole thing still feels fresh as when it first cames out. While the
game can tend to grow fairly tedious when played by one person, if you huddle up a couple friends around the computer and
break out the snacks you're bound to have a good time.

Much like its predecessors, the game takes on a humourous combat style type game on unique little landscapes. Using comedic
weapons that'd you expect to see in a cartoon, you battle your way to defeat all the opposing worms. It's mindless, but at the
same time fun. The game can be fairly difficult in some of the challenges, but it feels just right.

My only real complaint with the game is the lack of being able to easily create / import other maps. All this game needs is a
level editor and perhaps a few more character creation options and it would be amazing. None the less, a truly great game.. its ok
not e nough depth. Best throw your computer against a wall simulator yet!. When you lag, you think you're moving when in
reality, you're just standing there. About every second, the game corrects this by shifting you back how ever far you ran.
Tha being said, the first time I got the ball, I scored. 10/10.. The Tron version of Atari's Super Sprint with laser sword sounds.
Not bad.
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